
SCAA Spring Meeting,
Meeting held at Keowee clubhouse

Attending;

Bobby Flores, President
Jimmy Renner, Vice-President Keowee, Perry Burns, Emmett Tyree 
Saluda River, Russell Cooper
TAB, Al Brandon, David Chumley Sandune, Jean Bell
Several NFAA/SCAA members Absent;
Jerry Williams, Secretary/Treasurer Swamp Fox
Wateree
THB

June 6, 2010

Meeting called to order by Bobby Flores, Jimmy Renner opened with 
Prayer Minutes from the fall meeting were reviewed.
Financial report was not available due to Treasurer not in attendance.

NFAA News – Dale Smith
The NFAA has gone to a 2-year rulebook.
No other significant news that would affect the states.
Dale expressed our concerns of the multiple sites for 3D Sectional to the 
NFAA,

Not much response from them.

SCAA rules

The 3D Championship format will stay in place for 2011. All were in 
favor of leaving the format in place to create at standard. It is 
unnecessary to keep changing the format. We need to keep this format 
and give it a chance for archers to get use to the way the 3D 
Championship is shot. The thinking here is let archers get use to this 



format and they will be inclined to make arrangements to their schedules 
to participate.

A motion by Saluda River (Russell Cooper) for the SCAA to continue to 
have the 280 fps with 3% margin of error for 2011 season. 2nd by 
Keowee (Perry Burns). PASSED unanimously.

There was a discussion about the speed limit on when and how it will be 
implemented. After some great dialogue a motion by Saluda River 
(Russell Cooper) and 2nd by TAB (Al Brandon) the speed limit rule will 
in forced as followed;

At all 3D championships it will be MANDITORY for each competitor 
to shoot through the chronograph provided by the hosting club. At the 
time of registration or just before the competitor takes to the range, they 
will shoot one arrow through the chrono and a hosting club member will 
document it on their scorecard. If at this time the speed limit is exceeded 
the competitor has the opportunity to correct it and then reshoot an 
arrow for that corrected speed to be documented on scorecard. This is 
the ONLY time correction can be made.

The hosting club has the option to check competitors at any time during 
or at the time the scorecard is turned in. If a competitor is asked to shoot 
through the chrono and the speed is above 280fps, they will then shoot 3 
different arrows and average them for the official speed. If averaged 
speed is over 288fps, competitor is DQ. See NFAA rule ARTICLE VI, 
K, 8.3. (Replace 300 with 280).

At local shoots the hosting club has the option to check speeds. PASSED 
unanimously.

Special notes.

*Competitors need to understand that the speed limit is 280fps. Anything 
above 280fps and they are jeopardizing their score.



* There is a time limit to shoot, as many are unaware of this. See NFAA 
rule ARTICLE VI, K, 10.14

In consideration of time, no shooter will glass the target while standing 
at the shooting stake after shooting their arrow. Shooters may glass the 
target prior to shooting, but still be reminded of the time factor 
restrictions. After assuming their position at the stake, 2 minutes are 
allowed to shoot one (1) arrow. The shooter will receive a verbal 
warning from the group for the first offense. Second warning will be a 
five point (5) penalty from target score, but no less than an “X”. Each 
subsequent offense will receive same (5) pt. penalty but no less than an 
“X”.

Light discussion on Bowhunter Novice class, NO changes are needed.

Secretary needs to respond to e-mails in a timelier manner. This also 
includes Officers and club officials.

All clubs need to make sure that they have the recommend number of 
current NFAA adult members for their club charter.

Discussed SCAA Shooters Guide layout and advertising in it. Will ask 
Editor to put this together. More discussion in Fall meeting.

Bobby Flores is putting together a SCAA rulebook to include pertinent 
information from the NFAA rulebook and our amendments (rules). Will 
send out rough draft for clubs to review. Hope to have ready for review 
at Fall meeting.

Election ballots have been sent out. There is a possible discrepancy on 
who is up for election. The ballot has on it President and NFAA Director, 
but according to our By-



Laws the VP, Sec/Tres and Editor are elected on odd years. Will either 
confirm this ballot or send out revised ballots. Bobby will get with Jerry 
when he gets back from Boy Scout camp.

Jimmy Renner announced that he will not run for re-elect of the VP 
position as a change in his job will be consuming at lot of his time as he 
goes to school for career advancement. GOOD LUCK. Bobby thanked 
Jimmy for his service and that he is a great ambassador of the SCAA.

Some discussion on how to increase SC Circuit memberships. The 
participation has not seemed to be as big as some anticipated. We listen 
to the public by having a fee that would keep them from joining the 
NFAA in order for them to shoot for SC championships. Asked clubs to 
bring some ideas to fall meeting so we can evaluate what would help us 
to grow in membership.

A SCAA Banquet was put on the table and we all to want to have one. A 
suggestion was put to the Board and seem to grab our attention. Some 
basic of the suggestion were that the club hosting the Final 3D leg would 
provide a place to hold the event. The SCAA would have a committee or 
individuals that would take care of food, trophies and another needs. All 
awards from the State Championships would be awarded at this time. A 
lot of details still need to be ironed out. We probably won’t be able to 
have it this year, but we will strive to hold one for 2011. Russell Cooper 
is going to bring ideas and prices for championship awards. Anyone who 
has ideas for awards bring specifics and prices to Fall meeting. Emmett 
Tryee will design a State Championship logo/patch/medallion and 
present it to us at the fall meeting. Our biggest hurtle here is having 
people stepping up to make this happen. A real effort needs to be made 
by all. Lets come together and make it happen for 2011. Shooter 
knowing that we will have an awards banquet will hopefully increase 
membership and participation. Bobby will put together some details that 
would need to be addressed. Anyone with input please send to Bobby so 
he can make a punch list for us to look over at the fall meeting.



Keowee suggested that we go to a numbering system for our shooting 
classes, something similar to NC. This should make it easier for clubs at 
registration. Emmett will have proposal at fall meeting.

We will keep the same procedure for posting shoots at the fall meeting. 
Fall meeting will be at Sandune Archery club, Sept 11th, 3pm.


